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8 ABSTRACT: The present paper reports an original computa-
9 tional strategy for the computation of the isotropic hyper-
10 fine coupling constants (hcc). The algorithm proposed here is
11 based on an approach recently introduced by some of the
12 authors, namely, the first-order breathing orbital self-consistent
13 field (FOBO-SCF). The approach is an almost parameter-free
14 wave function method capable to accurately treat the spin
15 delocalization together with the spin polarization effects while
16 staying in a restricted formalism and avoiding spin contami-
17 nation. The efficiency of the method is tested on a series of
18 small radicals, among which four nitroxide radicals and the
19 comparison with high-level ab initio methods show very encouraging results. On the basis of these results, the method is then
20 applied to compute the hcc of a challenging system, namely, the DEPMPO-OOH radical in various conformations. The reference
21 values obtained on such a large system allows us to validate a cheap computational method based on density functional theory
22 (DFT). Another interesting feature of the model applied here is that it allows for the rationalization of the results according to a
23 relatively simple scheme based on a two-step mechanism. More precisely, the results are analyzed in terms of two separated
24 contributions: first the spin delocalization and then the spin polarization.

25 ■ INTRODUCTION

26 Among the magnetic properties characterizing a paramagnetic
27 molecule (Zeeman interaction, zero-field splitting, etc.), the
28 hyperfine coupling interaction brings essential information
29 regarding the distribution of the unpaired electrons and their
30 chemical environment.1 Accordingly, the common interpreta-
31 tion of an electron spin resonance (ESR) experiment relies on
32 the use of an effective spin Hamiltonian whose parameters
33 are fitted to reproduce the ESR spectrum. Alternatively, these
34 parameters can be obtained from first-principles calculations.
35 The quantum-mechanical (QM) determination of accurate
36 isotropic hyperfine coupling constants (hcc) essentially relies
37 on the precise calculation of the electron density at each
38 nucleus with a nonzero magnetic moment (Fermi contact first-
39 order interaction2). In the case of organic radicals like nitro-
40 xides, the recipe mainly implies three essential ingredients: (i) a
41 basis set with sufficiently decontracted basis functions at the
42 nuclei of interest, e.g., Chipman,3 EPR-II and EPR-III,4 and
43 N07D,5 (ii) a molecular QM method incorporating the most
44 important electronic correlation effects, like the spin delocaliza-
45 tion and the spin polarization ones,6 and (iii) a method
46 that gives access to the calculation of the electron density.
47 These requirements point toward either highly correlated
48 methods like coupled-cluster theory,7−9 multireference config-
49 uration interaction,10 perturbation theory,11 or Kohn−Sham

50DFT based on a suitable exchange-correlation functional.12−14

51In the latter case, the spin polarization is obtained through the
52unrestricted formalism, resulting sometimes in a spin con-
53tamination which sheds doubt on the quality of the computed
54hcc values.15 This drawback has been addressed by Rinkevicius
55and co-workers by means of restricted−unrestricted DFT
56calculations.16

57When these three requirements are met, quantitative
58agreement with experimental ESR spectroscopy results can be
59expected for isolated, small, and rigid molecules. However, for
60many cases of interest, e.g., spin-adducts resulting from the
61trapping of short-lived radical species by a diamagnetic trap like
62DEPMPO nitrones,17 other effects need to be taken into
63account. As a matter of fact, one of the present authors once
64devised a multiscale approach, combining molecular dynamics
65investigation of the structural degrees of freedom together
66with thousands of effective QM/MM calculations.18,19 This
67approach has been successfully applied to the interpretation of
68the experimental DMPO-OOH and DMPO-OH (the DMPO
69spin-adduct of the superoxide or hydroxyl radicals) ESR
70spectrum.20,21 In this approach, one of the key points was the
71ability of the low-cost DFT PBE0/6-31+G(d) level of theory to
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72 reproduce accurate QCISD/Chipman hcc values obtained from
73 a benchmark set of small nitroxides.19 Since the 6-31+G(d)
74 basis set is not decontracted near the nuclei, the good
75 agreement was necessarily due to error cancellation that was
76 found constant for a wide range of molecular conformations.
77 However, nothing guarantees the full transferability of such a
78 result to each and every nitroxide. Hence, interest for obtaining
79 new reference hcc values for large radicals or even hcc values
80 with a more controlled accuracy is still present.
81 In that respect, the FOBO-SCF+1h1p method recently
82 developed by some of the authors is promising. Since it was
83 already shown to produce accurate spin densities,22 its
84 application to the computation of hcc values looks straightfor-
85 ward. Hence, after having recalled briefly some details of the
86 method, we first assess its accuracy by confronting the hcc
87 values computed at the FOBO-SCF+1h1p level of theory to
88 already reported hcc values obtained by state-of-the-art ab initio
89 methods,8,9 namely, quadratic CI with singles and doubles
90 substitutions (QCISD), orbital optimized coupled-cluster with
91 double substitutions (OO-CCD), coupled-cluster with singles
92 and doubles substitutions (CCSD), and its version including
93 the correction from noniterative triple substitutions (CCSD-
94 (T)). Then, the method is used to study the dependence of the
95 hcc values with the nitrogen pyramidalization degree of
96 freedom for four small nitroxides radicals, and the results are
97 compared to QCISD level of theory. The very good agreement
98 with QCISD reference values is interpreted in light of the spin
99 delocalization and spin polarization mechanisms. Finally, we
100 apply the FOBO-SCF+1h1p method on the DEPMPO-OOH
101 radical resulting from the trapping of the superoxide radical by
102 the DEPMPO nitrone.17 The corresponding complex ESR
103 spectrum is usually interpreted using a model spin Hamiltonian
104 featuring couplings with 1H, 14N, and 31P nuclei for different
105 DEPMPO-OOH isomers/conformers in chemical exchange,
106 hence including many parameters whose determination is often
107 ambiguous and takes benefit from computational chemistry
108 calculations. In this context, the theoretical determination of
109 the DEPMPO-OOH hcc values is a challenging task as the
110 dimensions of this system are prohibitive for high-level wave
111 function-based methods as CCSD or QCISD. Nevertheless, our
112 choice of this system was motivated by the importance of
113 this efficient spin trap in the monitoring of biological pro-
114 cesses,17,23−26 like lipid peroxidation inducing DNA or
115 membrane damages. The present study enables us to provide
116 reliable reference hcc values on this realistic system which
117 eventually validate a much cheaper computational approach
118 based on DFT. Once more, the results are analyzed in light of
119 the spin delocalization and spin polarization mechanisms.

120 ■ THEORY: RECALL OF FOBO-SCF EQUATIONS
121 General Ideas. The approach proposed here to compute
122 accurate spin densities relies on a very recently introduced
123 method that is based on a two-step mechanism:22 FOBO-SCF
124 +1h1p. In such an approach, one first introduces the correct
125 spin delocalization by optimizing the singly occupied molecular
126 orbitals (SOMOs) in a restricted formalism with the FOBO-
127 SCF method. Then, the FOBO-SCF determinant is used as a
128 starting point to introduce spin polarization by adding all
129 the one-hole-one-particle (1h1p) determinants in a CI treat-
130 ment. The resulting wave function, referred here as FOBO-SCF
131 +1h1p, is not affected by spin contamination as it uses a
132 restricted formalism and contains all the determinants required
133 to provide an eigenfunction of S2. This CI treatment of the

1341h1p excitations allows us to take into account the differential
135orbital relaxation of the α and β spin orbitals, together with a
136part of the dynamical correlation. As the present work involves
137only single radical species, we present the equations of FOBO-
138SCF in the case of a doublet spin state for the sake of clarity.
139Notations. The determinant having an “ROHF-like” occupa-

140tion ( =Sz
1
2
) is referred to as |Φ0⟩, in which the SOMO is

141labeled a, the doubly occupied orbitals are labeled i, j, and the
142virtual orbitals are labeled r, s. According to these notations, the
143one-hole (1h) determinants are simply

| ⟩ = |Φ ⟩β β
†a a1hi a i, , 0 144(1)

145and the one-particle (1p) determinants are

| ⟩ = |Φ ⟩α α
†a a1pr r a, , 0 146(2)

147Concerning the 1h1p determinants, those who are single
148excitations with respect to |Φ0⟩ can be written as

| ⟩ = |Φ ⟩

| ⟩ = |Φ ⟩

α
α α

β
β β

†

†

a a

a a

(1h 1p )

(1h 1p )

i r r i

i r r i

, , 0

, , 0 149(3)

150and those reversing the spin in the SOMO (referred here as
151spin-flip 1h1p) are simply

| ⟩ = |Φ ⟩α α β β
† †a a a a1h 1pi r r a a i, , , , 0 152(4)

153The set of all elements of the density matrix of a given wave
154function |ψ⟩ is formally referred to with

ψ ρ ψ ψ ψ⟨ | | ⟩ ≡ ⟨ | + | ⟩ ∀α α β β
† †a a a a m n{ , , }n m n m 155(5)

156and the density matrix of |Φ0⟩ is indicated here with ρ0.
157FOBO-SCF Algorithm. As has been shown in a large
158number of studies,27−37,41,42 the spin delocalization that appears
159at a high-level ab initio treatment is related to the coefficients
160acquired by the 1h and 1p determinants when a part of the
161electronic correlation is introduced. The correlation effect
162increasing the weights of the 1h and 1p determinants is
163known as the dynamic charge polarization, which allows for the
164orbital relaxation of the 1h and 1p determinants.27,28,34,37,41,42

165The dominant effects can be introduced in a CI treatment
166thanks to the single excitations on top of the 1h and 1p deter-
167minants.27,34,36,37,41,42 The FOBO-SCF optimization procedure
168here only sketched out (see ref 22 for more details) manages
169to approximate the natural orbitals of the wave function,
170which contains the configuration |Φ0⟩ and all the important
1711h and 1p determinants with proper coefficients. Such a
172wave function, expressed in intermediate normalization, can be
173written as

∑ ∑|Φ + + ⟩ ≡ |Φ ⟩ + | ⟩ + | ⟩c c1h 1p 1h 1p
i

i i
r

r r0 0
1h 1p

174(6)

175and the corresponding one body density matrix is approximated
176by

∑ ∑
ρ

ρ δρ δρ

⟨Φ + + | |Φ + + ⟩

≈ + +

1h 1p 1h 1p

(1h ) (1p )
i

i
r

r

0 0
0

177(7)
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178 where the differential density matrices δρ(1hi) and δρ(1pr) are
179 defined as

δρ ρ ρ

δρ ρ ρ

≡ ⟨Φ + | |Φ + ⟩ −

≡ ⟨Φ + | |Φ + ⟩ −

c c

c c

(1h ) 1h 1h

(1p ) 1p 1p

i i i i i

r r r r r

0
1h

0
1h 0

0
1p

0
1p 0

180 (8)

181 Thanks to the approximation of eq 7, the coefficients of the
182 |1hi⟩ and |1pr⟩ determinants can be determined independently,
183 which drastically reduces the computational cost. Considering a
184 given |1hi⟩ determinant (or a |1pr⟩ determinant), this is simply
185 done by diagonalizing the CI matrix within |Φ0⟩, |1hi⟩ (|1pr⟩)
186 and all determinants |μ⟩ being single excitations on top of both
187 |Φ0⟩ and |1hi⟩ (|1pr⟩)

μ σ| ⟩ ≡ |Φ ⟩ | ⟩ ∀σ σ σ σ
† †a a a a m n{ or 1h , , }m n m n i, , 0 , ,188 (9)

189 This allows for the dominant orbital relaxation effects of |Φ0⟩
190 and |1hi⟩ (|1pr⟩). To speed up calculations, an estimation of
191 the importance of the coefficient of the |1hi⟩ (|1pr⟩) in the CI
192 wave function is done thanks to the intermediate Hamiltonian
193 theory.38 In practice, we build the 2 × 2 dressed matrix

∑ μ μ
μ μ

⟨ | | ⟩ = ⟨ | | ⟩ + ⟨ | | ⟩⟨ | | ⟩
⟨Φ | |Φ ⟩ − ⟨ | | ⟩μ

K H L K H L
K H H L
H H1h

(int)

0 0
i

194 (10)

195 where |K⟩ and |L⟩ can be the |Φ0⟩ and |1hi⟩ (|1pr⟩)
196 determinants. If the |1hi⟩ (|1pr⟩) configuration has a coefficient
197 larger than a given threshold η, then the actual CI diago-
198 nalization is performed, and the corresponding differential
199 density matrix is computed according to eq 8. When all the
200 possible 1h and 1p determinants have been browsed, the total
201 density matrix is built according to eq 7, and the natural orbitals
202 are used for the next iteration of the FOBO-SCF algorithm.
203 Modifications to FOBO-SCF Algorithn. Some minor
204 modifications have been brought to the original FOBO-SCF
205 algorithm for the present study.

206 • When considering the |μ⟩ in eq 9, we also include all the
207 other determinants needed to have an eigenfunction of
208 S2. This insures that each step of the FOBO-SCF orbital
209 optimization process deals with pure spin states.
210 • At the beginning of a given FOBO-SCF iteration, we
211 perform an orbital optimization for the determinant Φ0
212 but keeping the SOMO unchanged. This insures to
213 minimize the energy of Φ0 without changing the SOMO.
214 We have observed that such an optimization step speeds
215 up the CI calculations involved in the FOBO-SCF
216 algorithm. The algorithm is considered to be converged
217 when the difference in energy of the |Φ0⟩ determinant
218 between two iterations is lower than 10−9 hartree.

219 ■ NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
220 Comparison with High-Level ab Initio Methods: NH2,
221 PH2, NCH2, and C2H3 Radicals. In order to test the accuracy
222 of hcc computed at the FOBO-SCF+1h1p level, we have
223 performed a series of calculations on the NH2, PH2, NCH2 and
224 C2H3 radicals for which restricted CCSD(T) (R-CCSD(T))
225 and unrestricted CCSD(T) (U-CCSD(T)) calculations are
226 available in large basis sets.8,9 The geometries used for the NH2,
227 PH2, and NCH2 radicals are the equilibrium geometry obtained
228 by Puzzarini et al. at the CBS+CV+fT+fQ level, and the aug-cc-
229 pCVQZ_et4 basis set has been used for all the computations
230 (see ref 9 for details). Concerning the C2H3 radical, we used the

231geometry obtained at the UCCSDT/CBS3 level by Al Derzi
232et al.,8 and all calculations have been performed using the
233cc-pCVTZ, with all s functions fully uncontracted for the carbon
234atoms and the basis set for the hydrogens the cc-pVTZ-t5s-a6.39

235For the sake of comparison, we have performed UHF, OO−
236CCD, CCSD, and QCISD calculations using an unrestricted
237formalism (using the Orca program40); all the numerical results
238for hcc concerning the NH2, PH2, NCH2, and C2H3 radicals are
239summarized in Tables 1 and 2 (labels of the atoms used for the
240vinyl radical are shown in Figure 1).

241Regarding the FOBO-SCF+1h1p and ROHF+1h1p meth-
242ods, one can notice two different trends from the results of
243Tables 1 and 2: for the NH2 and PH2 radicals, these two
244methods give very similar results, whereas for the NCH2 and
245C2H3 radicals the hcc computed are quite different, especially
246for the C2H3 molecule. The similar behavior found for the NH2
247and PH2 radicals has to be related to the very small weight of
248the 1h and 1p determinants observed in the FOBO-SCF
249calculations, which means that the SOMOs obtained at the
250ROHF and FOBO-SCF levels are very similar. Also, as planar
251geometry has been considered for these two molecules, the
252SOMOs vanishes in the molecular plane, and consequently, the
253nonvanishing hcc come only from the spin polarization effect.
254This effect is discussed in more details later in the case of the
255four nitroxide radicals studied here. Regarding the C2H3 radical,
256the strong difference in performance between the ROHF+1h1p
257and FOBO-SCF+1h1p methods can be explained by the
258presence of quite large coefficients (up to 0.1) for some 1h and
2591p determinants in the FOBO-SCF calculation, implying
260substantial differences in the delocalization of the SOMOs
261obtained at the ROHF and FOBO-SCF levels of theory.
262Concerning the accuracy of the FOBO-SCF+1h1p hcc
263values, one can notice a deviation of 0.84 G (NH2) and 1.11
264G (NCH2) for the nitrogen atom, with respect to U-CCSD(T),
265representing a deviation of 9% and 12%, respectively. In the
266case of the hydrogen hcc, all deviations are below 1 G, which
267amount to 5% in NH2 and PH2, 10% in NCH2, and 15%, 4%m
268and 1% for H3, H4, and H5 in C2H3, respectively. Regarding the
269carbon hcc, the deviations are generally smaller: 0.23 and 4.23
270G in C2H3 representing 3.8% and 3.5% of the R-CCSD(T)
271reference value, respectively, and 2.67 G in NCH2, representing
27210% of the value obtained at the U-CCSD(T) level of theory.
273Finally, the FOBO-SCF+1h1p P hcc differs by 10.45 G (14%)
274from the U-CCSD(T) reference.
275The coupled-cluster type methods (QCISD, CCSD, and
276OO-CCD) produce similar hcc values in the case of NH2 and
277PH2, in very good agreement with the reference U-CCSD(T)

Table 1. hcc (in Gauss) Computed at Various Levels of
Theory for NH2 and PH2 Radicals

a

NH2 PH2

H N H P

U-CCSD(T)b −23.73 9.84 −17.36 72.70
OO-CCD −24.58 10.21 −17.38 72.95
CCSD −24.78 9.86 −17.23 71.88
QCISD −25.28 9.85 −17.14 68.39
FOBO-SCF+1h1p −23.77 8.99 −16.59 83.25
ROHF+1h1p −24.02 9.66 −16.65 82.70
UHF −36.17 19.78 −21.04 127.87

aSee text for details on the geometries and basis sets used. bResults
from ref 9.
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278 values. However, NCH2 and C2H3 hcc values significantly
279 depend on the level of theory. For instance, in the case of C2H3,
280 only OO-CCD manages to reproduce hcc values close to the
281 R-CCSD(T) ones. These differences can be explained by the
282 T1 diagnostic in the QCISD and CCSD calculations. For NH2
283 and PH2, it is small (≈9 × 10−3). The largest amplitudes come
284 from double excitations, at variance with NCH2 and C2H3 for
285 which it is quite large (≈4 × 10−2), and the largest amplitudes
286 come from single excitations. Nevertheless, in the particular
287 case of C2H3, one observes that the hcc values globally improve
288 going from QCISD to CCSD and to OO-CCSD. Such a trend
289 would suggest that the orbital optimization is particularly
290 important in this system, eventually explaining the large T1
291 diagnostic observed in our calculations and also in previous
292 works.8

293 The quality of the basis set is known to be important to
294 obtain reliable hcc values. Accordingly, we performed
295 calculations using the double-ζ plus polarization basis set
296 designed by Chipman44 for the NCH2 and C2H3 radicals; the
297 results are reported in Tables 1 and 2, where we also report the
298 results obtained by Puzzarini et al.9 and Al Derzi et al.8 from
299 complete basis set extrapolations (CBS). From these data, one
300 can observe that the results obtained using the Chipman basis
301 set are quite similar to those obtained using a larger basis set
302 whatever the method, confirming the quality of the Chipman
303 basis set. Also, one can notice that the results obtained in the
304 latter basis set at FOBO-SCF+1h1p compares quite well with
305 the CBS results, especially for the challenging case of the C2H3
306 radical.
307 In all, the present systematic study demonstrates that the
308 FOBO-SCF+1h1p method provides hcc values in quite good

309agreement with the R-CCSD(T) or U-CCSD(T) reference
310values. Maximum deviations of 14% have been obtained in the
311case of phosophorus hcc; however, the deviation is usually
312smaller. The FOBO-SCF+1h1p method looks more accurate
313than QCISD, CCSD, or OO-CCSD when a large T1 diagnostic
314is found, as for the case of the C2H3 radical for instance. Also,
315regarding the coupled-cluster like methods not including triple
316excitations, one can observe that when the QCISD, CCSD, and
317OO-CCD give very similar values, the results obtained with
318these three methods are in close agreement with U-CCSD(T),
319whereas when a large discrepancy is observed, a large T1
320diagnostic is also found.
321Case of Nitroxides: Computational Details and
322Reference Values. The systems studied here consist of a
323series of four nitroxide single radicals, which are schematically
324represented in Figure 2: dihydronitroxide (DHNO), dimethyl

325nitroxide (DMNO), methyl nitroxide (MNO), and ethyl
326nitroxide (ENO).
327All calculations have been performed within the double-ζ
328plus polarization basis set designed by Chipman.44 The
329geometries have been optimized at the unrestricted QCISD
330level using the Gaussian09 software.45 The DFT calculations
331and UHF and ROHF calculations have been performed using
332the Gamess(US) software,46 and all CI calculations together

Table 2. hcc (in Gauss) Computed at Various Levels of Theory for NCH2 and C2H3 Radicals

NCH2 C2H3

N C H C1 C2 H3 H4 H5

U-CCSD(T)a 8.81 −26.38 77.22
R-CCSD(T)b −6.50 109.9 13.60 60.00 36.00
OO-CCD 9.77 −29.05 75.88 −7.27 112.97 11.14 54.62 32.8
CCSD 9.10 −29.93 78.11 −8.47 114.38 8.58 56.76 35.61
QCISD 10.58 −35.17 81.50 −13.40 119.61 5.36 59.51 38.64
FOBO-SCF+1h1p 7.70 −29.05 84.76 −6.73 105.67 15.55 57.98 36.19
ROHF+1h1p 8.15 −24.07 55.75 −2.72 122.62 13.45 40.44 23.98
UHF 24.30 −75.92 82.49 −41.46 169.17 −13.05 67.05 46.67
Chipman basis set
OO-CCD 10.27 −31.18 73.91 −8.27 119.41 10.97 56.20 94.97
CCSD 9.59 −32.04 75.94 −9.53 120.90 7.72 58.39 36.62
QCISD 11.32 −37.61 79.03 −14.89 126.58 4.26 61.29 39.81
FOBO-SCF+1h1p 7.44 −30.34 83.94 −6.49 110.16 12.25 61.52 36.33
ROHF+1h1p 8.00 −24.67 53.83 −2.97 128.74 13.16 41.30 24.47
UHF 24.67 −67.17 84.51 173.86 −13.87 68.52 47.81
Complete basis set extrapolation
CBSa 9.11 −27.56 78.69
CBSb −6.00 110.00 14.60 60.10 36.40

aResults from ref 9. bResults from ref 8.

Figure 1. Labels of the atoms of the vinyl radical.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the nitroxides models studied
here.
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333 with the FOBO-SCF calculations have been performed
334 using the Quantum Package.47 The CCSD and OO-CCD
335 calculations have been performed with the Orca package.40

336 The threshold η introduced for the estimation of the
337 1h and 1p coefficients in the FOBO-SCF procedure has
338 been fixed to 10−4. For all systems, we investigate the hcc
339 dependency with the geometrical parameter representing
340 the nitrogen out-of-plane degree of freedom. This is quan-
341 tified by the angle θ derived from the improper dihedral
342 angle ∠XNYO (X, Y = H, C), and θ is simply defined
343 (in degree) as

θ = − ∠180 XNYO344 (11)

345In order to produce accurate reference hcc values for
346nitroxides, we have performed calculations at the QCISD,
347CCSD, and OO-CCD levels of theory on the smallest nitro-
348xide studied here (DHNO) using the six geometries related
349to the pyramidalization degree of freedom of the nitrogen
350center (results reported in the SI), complemented with hcc
351calculations for the two extreme values of θ (i.e., θ = 180°
352and θ = 130°) in MNO, ENO, and DMNO (results reported
353in the SI). All these three methods lead to very similar hcc
354values, whatever the geometry or the nitroxide. Together
355with our results regarding NH2, PH2, NCH2, and C2H3, it is
356reasonable to think that these values can be considered
357as accurate. Consequently, we select the cheapest QCISD

Figure 3. Isotropic hyperfine constant on the nitrogen nucleus of the DHNO compound as a function of θ (eq 11) and corresponding errors with
respect to the QCISD values, using various computational strategies.

Figure 4. Isotropic hyperfine constant on the nitrogen nucleus of the DMNO compound as a function of θ (eq 11) and corresponding errors with
respect to the QCISD values, using various computational strategies.

Figure 5. Isotropic hyperfine constant on the nitrogen nucleus of the ENO compound as a function of θ (see eq 11) and corresponding errors with
respect to the QCISD values, using various computational strategies.
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358 method to provide reference values in the following study of
359 the dependence of the nitrogen hcc with its pyramidalization.
360 Results for the Four Nitroxides. We report in Figures 3,
361 4, 5, and 6 the hcc computed on the nitrogen atom at various
362 levels of theory using wave function methods, together with the
363 corresponding errors with respect to the QCISD values for
364 the DHNO, DMNO, ENO, and MNO radicals, respectively.
365 Calculations of the hcc using the unrestricted PBE048 approach
366 (UPBE0) are also reported, as such methodology has become
367 the standard way to compute the hcc.14

368 From these figures, one can observe some general trends.
369 Regarding the single Slater determinant models in a restricted
370 formalism (ROHF, FOBO-SCF), they all fail to give non-
371 vanishing hcc at the planar geometry even if they reproduce
372 qualitatively the global shape of the hcc obtained at the QCISD
373 level when the geometry is distorted from planarity. Never-
374 theless, the absolute error at the ROHF level is very large
375 (more than 10 G, typically), and the FOBO-SCF determinant
376 manages to significantly reduce this error when the geometry is
377 nonplanar (by roughly 5 G when θ = 130°). Considering now
378 the unrestricted approaches used here, the hcc obtained at the
379 UHF level is not able to reproduce the global shape of the
380 reference values, even if the absolute error is lower than the
381 ROHF and FOBO-SCF ones. The values of the hcc obtained at
382 the UPBE0 level are in good agreement with the reference
383 values, and one can notice that this method performs much
384 better at the distorted geometry than at the planar one, where
385 it systematically underestimates the hcc by about 2 or 3 G.
386 Finally, when considering the restricted models with a
387 multideterminantal wave function (namely, ROHF+1h1p and
388 FOBO-SCF+1h1p), one clearly sees that the CI treatment of
389 the 1h1p determinants improves the quality of the hcc with
390 respect to the single Slater determinant description (namely,
391 ROHF and FOBO-SCF). Nevertheless, there is a major
392 difference between the ROHF+1h1p and FOBO-SCF+1h1p
393 curves as the former shows an absolute error varying between
394 3 and 10 G when moving from the planar geometry to the
395 distorted one, whereas the latter has an error ranging between
396 0.06 and 1.67 G. Among all methods used here, the FOBO-
397 SCF+1h1p model is the most accurate and gives a quantitative
398 approximation of the hcc obtained at the QCISD level. Also,
399 one can notice the following: (a) The FOBO-SCF model and
400 its FOBO-SCF+1h1p variant are uniquely defined for a given
401 system and a basis set. (b) These models are nonempirical as
402 they deal with purely ab initio treatments. (c) The typical cost is
403 much cheaper than the QCISD model as the size of the largest

404CI space to be diagonalized in the FOBO-SCF model scales as
4056 × ndocc × nvirt, which is 2 orders of magnitude less than the
406scaling of ndocc

2 × nvirt
2 intrinsic to the QCISD model. The last

407point is important as the bottleneck of any optimization step
408involved in a CI or CC formalism is the memory required to
409store the CI coefficients or CC amplitudes, which means that
410the FOBO-SCF algorithm can treat much larger systems than
411QCISD as is shown on the DEPMPO-OOH radical but keep a
412comparable accuracy.
413Starting from these values, the following sections are
414dedicated to the analysis of the results obtained at the various
415levels of theory used here, and attention is focused on two
416mechanisms: spin delocalization and spin polarization.
417Interpretation of Results: Role of Spin Delocalization
418and Spin Polarization. Contribution of Spin Delocalization.
419Let us first focus our attention on the importance of the spin
420delocalization mechanism in the computation of hcc. To this
421aim, here we only analyze the restricted approaches that use a
422single Slater determinant (ROHF, FOBO-SCF), in which
423the spin density is nothing but the square of the SOMO.
424Accordingly, hcc is directly proportional to the square of
425the SOMO evaluated at the nitrogen nucleus. From Figures 3,
4264, 5, and 6, it clearly appears that the hcc obtained using these
427approaches is vanishing when the species have a planar
428geometry (θ = 180°), whereas they grow considerably as one
429distorts the geometry to reach their maximum values for θ =
430130°. This behavior can be qualitatively understood using
431simple chemical arguments. At the planar geometry, the nitro-
432gen atom is sp2 hybridized which implies that the SOMO is a
433pure π* orbital involving only the pz atomic orbitals of the
434nitrogen and oxygen atoms, where the z axis is orthogonal to
435the XNYO plane. As the p functions vanish in the XNYO plane,
436the SOMO vanishes on the nitrogen nucleus, explaining
437the vanishing of the hcc on the nitrogen atom. On the other
438hand, when the geometry is distorted, the nitrogen atom is sp3

439hybridized, which means that the SOMO will acquire an
440s component on the nitrogen. Consequently, the more sp3

441hybridized is the nitrogen atom, the larger is the s component
442from the nitrogen atom in the SOMO, and so the larger is
443hcc on the nitrogen atom. This mechanism suggests that the
444s component of the spin density increases as one distorts
445the geometry, which is precisely what has been observed by
446computing the s component of the Mulliken spin density
447(Figure 7) on the nitrogen atom (N-MSD) represented in
448Figure 8.

Figure 6. Isotropic hyperfine constant on the nitrogen nucleus of the MNO compound as a function of θ (eq 11) and corresponding errors with
respect to the QCISD values, using various computational strategies.
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449 Except for these qualitative discussions, the difference
450 between the hcc obtained at the ROHF and FOBO-SCF levels
451 is striking: as one distorts the geometry, the increase in hcc is
452 much larger using the FOBO-SCF approach than using the
453 standard mean-field approximation. Also, one can observe that
454 the nonparallelism error with respect to the QCISD curves is
455 considerably lowered when going from the ROHF to the
456 FOBO-SCF approaches. One can link these improvements to
457 the values of the N-MSD: the ROHF systematically under-
458 estimates the delocalization of the unpaired electron on the
459 nitrogen atom, whereas the FOBO-SCF algorithm gives a value
460 of the N-MSD much closer to the one provided by the QCISD
461 method (Figure 7). This implies that the FOBO-SCF
462 optimization procedure manages to correctly reproduce the
463 spin delocalization of the unpaired electron within the NO
464 moiety. The analysis of our calculations have shown that,
465 starting from the ROHF orbitals, the most important contri-
466 bution to the spin delocalization brought by the FOBO-SCF
467 algorithm is given by rotations between two orbitals: The
468 SOMO that can be thought as a π* orbital within the NO
469 moiety, and a doubly occupied molecular orbital that has been
470 identified as the corresponding π orbital. This mixing between
471 the π and π* orbitals is directly linked to the delocalization of
472 the unpaired electron, which in the CI language leads to a large
473 coefficient of a single excitation of a β electron from the π to
474 the π* orbital. The excessive localization of the unpaired
475 electron (here on the oxygen atom) is a characteristic of the
476 mean field approach and has been observed in other systems,
477 both organic41,42 and inorganic.32,34,36,37,43

478Contribution of Spin Polarization. Our attention is now
479focused on the second part of the mechanisms at work in the
480correct determination of the spin density: spin polarization.
481This effect expresses the differential response of the closed
482shell α and β electrons to the presence of unpaired electrons.
483Chipman has published a very complete and pedagogical
484review49 of the importance of the spin polarization effects in the
485context of the computation of hcc, and the inclusion of this
486mechanism is known to be compulsory to have a quantitative
487description of these quantities.14 In the context of organic
488diradicals, Kollmar et al. have highlighted the role of the spin
489polarization mechanism,50,51 which leads to a singlet ground
490state rather than a triplet ground state as it would be expected
491according to Hund’s rule.
492The spin polarization cannot be taken into account using a
493single CSF in a restricted formalism, as at this level of treatment
494no differential effects are included for the closed shell α and β
495electrons. The most standard way to introduce the spin polari-
496zation is to use a single Slater determinant in an unrestricted
497formalism, both in wave function theory (UHF) or density
498functional theory (unrestricted Kohn−Sham, UKS). In these
499formalisms, part of the differential response of the α and β
500electrons is taken into account thanks to the use of different
501spatial parts for the α and β spin orbitals. One of the advantages
502of such techniques relies in their cheap computational cost,
503with the drawback of the spin contamination. Recently,22 some
504of the present authors proposed an alternative approach which
505uses a CI treatment in a restricted formalism. In such an approach,
506we use a specific class of CI excitations, 1h1p (see Notations),

Figure 7. Mulliken spin density on the nitrogen atom of the DHNO (a), DMNO (b), ENO (c), and DMNO (d) compounds, using various
computational strategies.
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507 which introduces two different but connected physical effects:
508 the dominant part of the differential orbital relaxation of the
509 α and β orbitals and part of the dynamical correlation between
510 the unpaired α electron and the β electrons. These two effects
511 are introduced thanks to two types of excitations: The differ-
512 ential orbital optimization is introduced by the 1h1p single
513 excitations on top of |Φ0⟩ (eq 3), and the dynamical correla-
514 tion effect is treated with the spin-flip 1h1p (eq 4), which are
515 double excitations on top of |Φ0⟩. The inclusion of both types
516 of excitations allows us to have an eigenfunction of S2, thus
517 avoiding the spin contamination problems of the unrestricted
518 approaches.
519 To better understand the importance of the spin polariza-
520 tion in the computation of hcc, we focus our attention on the
521 unrestricted approaches (UHF and UKS) and the restricted
522 approaches that introduces the 1h1p excitations (ROHF+1h1p
523 and FOBO-SCF+1h1p). Looking at the corresponding hcc
524 results, it is noteworthy that all the methods including spin
525 polarization give nonvanishing values for hcc at planar
526 geometries (θ = 180°). This means that the hcc obtained at
527 this specific geometry comes only from the spin polarization
528 mechanism: due to the presence of an unpaired α electron in
529 the π* orbital, the 1s and 2s orbitals are different for the α and β
530 electrons, which leads to a nonvanishing spin density on
531 the nucleus. From a CI point of view, this means that the
532 coefficient of a given single excitation depends on whether
533 one excites an α or a β electron. This can be qualitatively
534 understood using single reference perturbation theory
535 assuming the Møller−Plesset zeroth order Hamiltonian.52

536Consequently, using the Brillouin−Levy−Berthier relation,53,54
537the first-order coefficients of the single excitations 1h1p are

≡
⟨ | | ⟩

ϵ − ϵ
= −α

α
βc

H
c

ROHF (1h 1p )
ir

i r

i r
ir

(1) (1)

538(12)

539where ϵi and ϵr are eigenvalues of the Fock-like operator. This
540simple relation implies that the optimal α spin orbitals are
541different from the optimal β spin orbitals and that the spin
542restricted formalism gives a set of doubly occupied MOs, which
543is a compromise between the request of the α electrons and
544that of the β electrons (eq 12, the coefficients for the α and β
545single excitations are equal in absolute value and they have
546opposite signs). As at the planar geometry, hcc occurs
547exclusively from the spin polarization mechanism, and one
548would be tempted to separate the contribution of the hcc in
549terms of the spin polarization of the 1s and 2s orbitals of the
550nitrogen atom. This can be easily done by performing a series
551of CI treatment: all 1h1p excitations from the nitrogen
5521s orbital (which is easily identifiable) introduce the core spin
553polarization, and all the other 1h1p excitations introduce the
554valence spin polarization, which can be understood as the spin
555polarization of the 2s orbitals. These calculations have been
556performed on all species studied here at the planar geometry
557using the FOBO-SCF orbitals, and the results are summarized
558in Table 3. From Table 3, one clearly sees that the core spin
559polarization always leads to a negative spin density on the
560nucleus of the nitrogen, whether the valence spin polarization
561leads invariably to a positive spin density to the same nucleus.

Figure 8. The s component of the Mulliken spin density on the nitrogen atom of the DHNO (a), DMNO (b), ENO (c), and DMNO (d)
compounds, using various computational strategies.
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562 Such results imply that the spin polarization of the core and
563 valence electrons follow different trends: the core β electrons
564 tend to get closer to the nucleus, whether the valence
565 β electrons move away from the nucleus, with the α electrons
566 doing the opposite. Also, the spin polarization coming from the
567 core and valence electrons has the same order of magnitude in
568 absolute value, even if the contribution of the valence is found
569 to be roughly twice as large. This means that the actual spin
570 density obtained at the nucleus results from the quasi-
571 compensation of two large quantities of opposite signs. Last
572 but not least, if one sums the spin density obtained from
573 the two independent calculations (core and valence spin
574 polarization), one obtains a very good approximation of the
575 total spin density obtained by the diagonalization of all 1h1p
576 excitations (core and valence spin polarization treated
577 together). This means that the spin polarization coming from
578 the core and valence region are almost uncoupled, suggesting
579 that one could treat separately the core and valence electrons.
580 We emphasize that such differential spin polarization effects
581 between the core and valence electrons seem to be quite
582 general as the same trends have been observed for the spin
583 density on the CH3 radical and the nitrogen atom (results
584 reported in Table 4). From these results, one can nevertheless

585 notice that the magnitude of the spin polarization mechanism
586 together with the coupling between the core and valence spin
587 polarization are much larger for these two systems with respect
588 to all the nitroxydes studied here.
589 Except for these general considerations, the accuracy of the
590 methods introducing the spin polarization are qualitatively
591 different. Regarding the UHF method, it is clear that it totally
592 fails to reproduce even the general trends of the dependence
593 of hcc on the improper dihedral angle, unlike the UPBE0
594 methods, which provide a relatively small error (between 1 and
595 3 G according to the system and the geometry). From a
596 qualitative point of view, it is interesting to observe that ROHF
597 +1h1p and FOBO-SCF+1h1p follow roughly the same trends,
598 even if ROHF+1h1p systematically strongly underestimates the
599 hcc, whereas the FOBO-SCF+1h1p provides a quantitative

600description of them. The only difference between ROHF+1h1p
601and FOBO-SCF+1h1p is the set of MOs on which the CI of
602the 1h1p is performed, which means that the orbitals play a
603fundamental role in the spin polarization at the nucleus, in
604particular, the SOMO, which acounts for the spin delocaliza-
605tion. As mentioned previously, the main difference between the
606ROHF and FOBO-SCF determinants is that the latter gives a
607much larger spin density on the nitrogen atom, suggesting that
608a larger spin density in the valence of the nitrogen atom implies
609a larger spin polarization and, consequently, a larger hcc.
610This was also suggested by Improta et al.14 and recalls the
611relation obtained by Karplus−Fraenkel for the hcc on the 13C
612in organic radicals.55

613Application to DEPMPO-OOH Radical. Having estab-
614lished the reliability of the FOBO-SCF+1h1p method,
615we hereafter report an application to a real-life nitroxide radical
616formed by the trapping of the hydroperoxyl radical by the
617DEPMPO nitrone, namely, the DEPMPO-OOH nitroxide,
618which is schematically represented in Figure 9. Even if the

619DEPMPO-OOH ESR signal is complex, it is dominated by the
620hcc at the phosphorus nucleus,26 and therefore, we focus on
621this quantity. In order to avoid the unlikely geometry constraint
622in which an intramolecular hydrogen bond would take place
623between the nitroxide and OOH moieties, we have introduced
624an explicit water molecule in our model. The basis set used for
625the ROHF, FOBO-SCF, and FOBO-SCF+1h1p calculations is
626the cc-pVDZ basis set, except for the four carbon atoms and the
627nitrogen and oxygen atoms composing the pyrroline-oxide
628cycle (atoms 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 9) together with the
629phosphorus atom, for which the aug-cc-pvDZ has been chosen
630in order to better treat the charge polarization induced by the
631charge fluctuation of the spin delocalization. Unfortunately, the
632phosphorus atom is not parametrized in the Chipman basis set;
633hence, we have replaced all the s functions of the P aug-cc-pVDZ
634basis set by the s functions of the aug-cc-pCVTZ in a fully
635uncontracted way. The resulting all-electron calculations

Table 3. hcc (in Gauss) on Nitrogen Atom Computed at
Planar Geometry for DHNO, MNO, DMNO, and ENO
Compounds at Various Computational Levelsa

method
hcc

(DHNO)
hcc

(MNO)
hcc

(ENO)
hcc

(DMNO)

FOBO-SCF+1h1p(core) −10.03 −11.01 −10.81 −12.29
FOBO-SCF+1h1p(valence) 18.42 21.11 20.73 24.60
sum(core + valence) 8.40 10.10 9.92 12.31
FOBO-SCF+1h1p(full) 8.27 10.11 9.93 12.39

aSee text for details.

Table 4. Spin Density (in Gauss) at Nucleus of Nitrogen
Atom and Carbon Atom of CH3 Radical at Experimental
Equilibrium Geometry Computed at Various Computational
Levelsa

method N CH3

FOBO-SCF+1h1p(core) −60.33 −44.10
FOBO-SCF+1h1p(valence) 62.09 68.82
sum(core + valence) 1.76 24.72
FOBO-SCF+1h1p(full) 5.04 25.32

aSee text for details.

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the DEPMPO-OOH radical
(a) and of the two 3T4 (b) and 4T3 (c) geometries used in this study.
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636 consider the 153 DEPMPO-OOH electrons using 461 basis
637 functions, leading to 436 molecular orbitals as pure spherical
638 harmonics are used.
639 The selected DEPMPO-OOH geometries correspond to the
640 two possible “twist” configurations of the N-pyrroline cycle, i.e.,
641 two different orientations of the carbon centers 3 and 4 with
642 respect to the 5-membered ring mean plane (see Figure 9 for
643 labels). According to the Cremer and Pople general definition
644 of the ring puckering coordinates,56 one can label these two
645 geometries as 3T4 and 4T3 (see Figure 9 and SI for explicit
646 Cartesian coordinates). The 3T4 and

4T3 geometries have been
647 optimized at the unrestricted B3LYP level using the 6-31G*
648 basis set. In Table 5, we report for both geometries the P hcc
649 values together with their corresponding Mulliken spin
650 densities, as computed at various computational levels including
651 both wave function theory and DFT.
652 Several trends can be observed from the results in Table 5.
653 First, the FOBO-SCF method systematically increases the
654 P spin density and hcc values with respect to the ROHF
655 determinant. While the P spin density remains relatively small
656 (between 1 and 2 × 10−2|e|), the FOBO-SCF approach induces
657 a significant increase of 49% (3T4) and 43% (4T3) with respect
658 to the ROHF values. With the same trend being observed
659 for the hcc values (+35% and +64% for the 3T4 and 4T3
660 geometries, respectively), we conclude that the increase in spin
661 delocalization obtained by the FOBO-SCF algorithm involves a
662 component on the s orbitals located on the phosphorus center.
663 By adding the spin polarization with the CI treatment of the
664 1h1p configurations, the hcc values increase considerably, but
665 the ROHF+1h1p value remains far off the FOBO-SCF+1h1p
666 one. Actually, only the FOBO-SCF+1h1p is able to produce a
667 P hcc value in agreement with the experimentally reported
668 value (about 50 G17). Now comparing the hcc values com-
669 puted for the two geometries of the 5-membered ring, the
670 FOBO-SCF+1h1p method gives the largest difference, about
671 17 G. This is expected owing to the quasi-axial orientation of
672 the C−P bond in the 3T4 conformer allowing a strong spin
673 delocalization. Conversely, the C−P bond is quasi-equatorial in
674 the 4T3 conformer, strongly reducing the spin delocalization.
675 Coming to the DFT approach, it is remarkable to observe
676 that both the UPBE0 and UB3LYP in conjunction with the
677 modest 6-31G(d,p) basis set give results that are in quite good
678 agreement with the FOBO-SCF+1h1p calculations, regardless
679 of the DEPMPO-OOH geometry. More precisely, an under-
680 estimation of about 1.5 G is observed for the 3T4 conformer,
681 deviating by less than 5% from the FOBO-SCF+1h1p value,

682whereas an almost perfect agreement is obtained in the case of
6834T3. Also, the DFT results depend weakly on the basis set as
684the same models performed in the aug-cc-pCVDZ slightly
685overestimates hcc by only 1 G. These latter results show that
686the addition of tight s functions weakly influences the accuracy
687of hcc using DFT models, even if it might be counterintuitive.
688Finally, having in mind the quite good results obtained using
689the UPBE0 model for the four nitroxides studied here, the
690previous study of the DMPO-OOH and DMPO-OH radicals
691by Houriez et al.20,21 and the results obtained for the
692DEPMPO-OOH radical, one can be tempted to conclude
693that the UPBE0/6-31G* model is quite well suited for com-
694puting hcc in systems involving nitrones and nitroxides.
695Nevertheless, more studies are to be performed in order to
696further confirm the reliability of this cheap DFT model.

697■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

698In this work, we have investigated the problem of the electronic
699part of the calculation of the hyperfine coupling constants using
700a method very recently introduced by some of us, FOBO-SCF
701+1h1p,22 with the aim of studying a series of radicals of
702increasing complexity. First, the accuracy of the method has
703been tested on a series of four small radicals including the
704challenging case of the vinyl radical for which high-level
705ab initio theory such as CCSD(T) in large basis sets are
706available.8,9 Then, the attention has been focused on a series of
707four small nitroxides for which the dependency of the nitrogen
708hcc value on the out-of-plane degree of freedom of the NO
709moiety has been studied, compulsory to correctly reproduce the
710experimental values.18,19 Besides the FOBO-SCF+1h1p accu-
711racy, special attention has been paid to the physical/chemical
712interpretation of the results in terms of a two-step mechanism:
713spin delocalization and spin polarization. Having established the
714accuracy and robustness of the FOBO-SCF+1h1p, this method
715has been applied to the computation of the phosphorus hcc in a
716realistic nitroxide spin adduct of the hydroperoxide radical,
717namely, DEPMPO-OOH, in order to provide new reference
718P hcc values, the dimensions of this system making prohibitive
719standard coupled-cluster type calculations. Thanks to these
720reference values obtained with the FOBO-SCF+1h1p, we were
721able to validate the use of certain popular hybrid exchange-
722correlation functionals in DFT methods. Nevertheless, in light
723of the spin delocalization and spin polarization mechanisms,
724this agreement might be attributed to fortitious error cancel-
725lation. For now, we summarize the main insights obtained from

Table 5. DEPMPO-OOH Phosphorus Mulliken Spin Density (SD, in |e|) and hcc (in Gauss) at Various Levels of Theory
3T4

4T3

method hcc SD (×10−2) hcc SD (×10−2)

FOBO-SCF 31.31 1.59 20.78 1.20
ROHF 23.26 1.07 15.92 0.84
FOBO-SCF+1h1p 52.72 2.98 35.85 2.34
ROHF+1h1p 39.26 2.12 27.37 1.68
RO-PBE0/6-31G* 40.33 2.30 28.17 1.69
RO-B3LYP/6-31G* 41.93 2.36 29.44 1.74
UPBE0/6-31G* 51.00 3.06 35.90 2.14
UB3LYP/6-31G* 50.98 2.94 36.03 2.07
RO-PBE0/aug-cc-pCVDZ 42.23 3.06 29.20 2.53
RO-B3LYP/aug-cc-pCVDZ 44.04 3.22 30.64 2.74
UPBE0/aug-cc-pCVDZ 53.58 4.50 37.34 3.97
UB3LYP/aug-cc-pCVDZ 53.70 4.46 37.59 3.94
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726 the interpretation of the results obtained at the FOBO-SCF
727 +1h1p level.
728 The main ingredients to compute an accurate spin density
729 can be thought as the following:

730 1. The accurate description of the spin density in the
731 valence is related to the delocalization of the unpaired
732 electron within the NO moiety, which can be accurately
733 represented by a correctly delocalized SOMO.
734 2. The spin polarization mechanism depends on the level of
735 delocalization of the SOMO: if the SOMO is correctly
736 delocalized, one can recover an accurate spin density,
737 both in the valence and in the core region, thanks to the
738 proper treatment of spin polarization.

739 In the context of the hcc on the nitrogen atom, we have shown
740 that the quality of the results of a given method is strongly
741 related to its ability to provide a correct determination of the
742 total spin density on the same atom. This quantity can be
743 thought of as coming from two effects that strongly depends on
744 the level of treatment of the electronic correlation: the amount

745of delocalization of the SOMO on the nitrogen atom and the
746additional contribution coming from the spin polarization of
747the electrons involved in the bondings of the nitrogen. The
748ROHF method systematically underestimates the delocalization
749of the SOMO on the nitrogen atom, whereas the FOBO-SCF
750manages to increase such delocalization, as is illustrated in the
751case of the DHNO compound at planar geometry in Figure 10.
752Adding the spin polarization treatment thanks to 1h1p,
753ROHF+1h1p systematically underestimates the spin density
754on the nitrogen atom, whereas a quantitative approximation of
755the QCISD spin density is obtained with the FOBO-SCF+1h1p
756method. Regarding the spin density at the nucleus at planar
757geometry, it comes directly from the polarization of the
7581s and 2s orbitals, whose contributions have been found to be
759of opposite signs and weakly coupled. At the same geometry,
760the total spin density on the nitrogen’s nucleus has been found
761to be an increasing function of the total amount of spin on
762the nitrogen atom, which explains why ROHF+1h1p under-
763estimates the hcc, whereas FOBO-SCF+1h1p gives a much
764larger value, in close agreement to the QCISD method. This is

Figure 10. Spin density map of the DHNO compound within the XZ plane (Y = 0) at the ROHF level (a) and FOBO-SCF level (b). The molecule
lies in the XY plane, and the NO axis corresponds to the X axis.

Figure 11. Spin density map of the DHNO compound within the XY plane (Z = 0) at the ROHF+1h1p level (a) and FOBO-SCF+1h1p level (b).
The molecule lies in the XY plane, and the NO axis corresponds to the X axis.
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765 illustrated in Figure 11 with the DHNO compound: from this
766 figure, it is clear that the spin density on the nitrogen nucleus is
767 no longer vanishing in the XY plane when 1h1p is included and
768 that it is larger using FOBO-SCF+1h1p than ROHF+1h1p.
769 As one distorts the geometry, the nitrogen atom passes from
770 sp2 to sp3 hybridization, which brings an s component to the
771 SOMO. Therefore, the correct description of the spin delo-
772 calization of the SOMO brings a direct contribution to the hcc,
773 and the larger the SOMO on the nitrogen atom is, the larger
774 the hcc on it is. This explains why hcc increases as one distorts
775 the geometry and also why FOBO-SCF gives larger hcc than
776 ROHF at a given distorted geometry.
777 To conclude, the main messages of this work are that it
778 is possible to achieve accuracy in the computation of such a
779 subtle quantity as hcc thanks to FOBO-SCF+1h1p, which is a
780 nonempirical method having a reasonable computational cost
781 and which deals with pure ab initio elements. Last but not least,
782 this method also allows the understanding of the results for
783 the spin density as coming from two distinct effects, the spin
784 delocalization and spin polarization. These aspects highlight
785 that it is possible to provide interpretable models for the
786 qualitative understanding of rigorous and accurate results,
787 which should be the main goal of quantum chemistry.
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